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be predicted based on a patient’s genotype? A
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Mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I) is an autosomal recessive genetic disorder that results in a wide range of

clinical symptoms from mild somatic complications and a normal lifespan to severe central nervous system

involvement and a significantly shortened lifespan. An extensive review of the literature was performed to pool data

from studies that have identified mutations in patients with mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I) and have

reported clinical information about disease severity in an attempt to make correlations between a patient’s

genotype and phenotype. To date, all patients with a nonsense mutation identified on both alleles have developed

the severe form of MPS I. The phenotypes of patients with missense, insertion, deletion, or splice site mutations

are much more variable. Missense mutations are the most likely to allow for some residual enzyme activity, and

in particular, the R89Q mutation has been identified in several mild patients even when in combination with a

nonsense mutation. Conversely, most splice site and insertion/deletion mutations result in the severe phenotype

unless in combination with a less severe missense mutation. Currently, genotype-phenotype correlations cannot

be confidently made unless the patient has 2 nonsense mutations. Although most families have private mutations,

some insight into phenotypic expression may be obtained by observing the clinical severity of other patients with

the same genotype. This review also confirms that MPS I allele frequencies vary between different ethnic

populations, and that W402X and Q70X are the most common mutations and are present in over 50% of Caucasian

alleles. Genet Med 2003:5(4):286–294.
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Mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I) is an autosomal re-
cessive genetic disorder that is caused by the deficiency or ab-
sence of �-L-iduronidase, a lysosomal enzyme involved in the
degradation of the glycosaminoglycans heparan sulfate and
dermatan sulfate. Impaired degradation of these glycosamino-
glycans leads to a wide range of clinical manifestations, includ-
ing hepatosplenomegaly, dysostosis multiplex, coarse facial
features, severe arthropathy, hearing loss, visual impairment,
restrictive lung disease, upper airway obstruction, valvular
heart disease, communicating hydrocephalus, and spinal cord
compression. Progressive mental retardation develops in pa-
tients at the most severe end of the disease spectrum. Histori-
cally, MPS I has been classified into 3 distinct phenotypes, se-
vere (Hurler), mild (Scheie), and intermediate (Hurler/
Scheie), but in reality, these 3 phenotypes merely represent

different points on a continuous spectrum of disease severity.
The 3 phenotypes are usually defined as (1) severe, when onset
of symptoms are before 12 months of age, survival is � 10
years, and mental retardation manifests before the age of 3
years; (2) mild, when onset of symptoms are after 5 years of
age, survival is normal, and mental retardation is absent; and
(3) intermediate, when onset of symptoms is between 1 and 6
years, survival is variable, and mental retardation is absent or
mild but not present before 3 years of age.1

Biochemical and immunological techniques have been only
partially successful in predicting clinical severity. Although it is
reasonable to assume that theremust be some residual enzyme
activity inmilder phenotypes, it is very difficult to demonstrate
such residual activity in cultured cells.2,3 Isolation and charac-
terization of the human�-L-iduronidase gene hasmade it pos-
sible to identify primary disease-causing mutations and to at-
tempt genotype-phenotype correlations.
The �-L-iduronidase gene (IDUA) is situated on chromo-

some 4p16.3 and contains 14 exons.4 To date, approximately
100 mutations, including missense, nonsense, splice site, dele-
tions, and insertions, have been identified throughout the
gene. The 3 phenotypes appear to be caused primarily by dif-
ferent combinations of mutant alleles at the IDUA gene locus.
Severe patients are predicted to have mutations on both alleles
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that prevent the production of any functional enzyme, whereas
mild patients are predicted to have at least one allele that allows
for some residual enzyme activity. Patients with the interme-
diate phenotype have at least one allele that allows for a trace
amount of residual enzyme activity to prevent severe disease.5

As an additional level of complexity, 30 nonpathogenic alleles
have been reported that may influence the levels of �-L-idu-
ronidase activity in normal individuals andmay be responsible
for the variable disease severity reported in some patients with
the same pair of disease-causing mutations.4,5

METHODS

A search of the medical literature was performed in the bio-
medical databaseMEDLINE for the years 1970 to 2002. Search
terms used to identify citations that provided information on
patients’ genotypes and resultant phenotypes included the
subject headings “mucopolysaccharidosis I/genetics,” “DNA
mutational analysis,” and “mutation.” The search identified 30
relevant citations.1–30

The online Human Gene Mutation Database (http://ar-
chive.uwcm.ac.uk/uwcm/mg/hgmd0.html) was also searched
for MPS I mutations, and one additional mutation was found
that was not cited in MEDLINE.31

Every effort was made to prevent counting patients more
than one time. This was accomplished by noting the authors
and their affiliations in addition to the patient’s ethnicity, date

of birth, and sex, where indicated. This information was cross-
referenced among all the citations and considerationwas taken
to avoid duplications. Several articles specifically mentioned
which patients’ genotype/phenotype correlations had been
previously published.
Search terms used to identify reports of allele frequency in-

cluded the subject headings “mucopolysaccharidosis I” and
“gene frequency.” This literature search also included any
mention of the words “common,” “commonly,” “frequent,”
“frequently,” or “frequency” if present within 3 words of
“mutation” or “mutations.” The search identified 11 relevant
citations.4,5,7,9,10,12–14,16,18,20

RESULTS

This review identified 18 nonsense, 45missense, 9 splice site
(intron), and 25 insertion/deletion mutations in MPS I pa-
tients (Tables 1–4). Most of these mutations are associated
with the severe phenotype.

Nonsense mutations

All nonsense mutations reported to date are believed to re-
sult in the total lack of enzyme activity (null mutation). Ac-
cordingly, patients who are homozygous for a particular non-
sense allele or heterozygous for two different nonsense alleles
have presented with the severe phenotype (Table 1).

Table 1
Identified homozygous and heterozygous nonsense mutationsa

Exon of
Allele 1 Allele 1 Allele 2 Phenotype

Number of unique patients
reported in the literature with

specified genotype References

II C53X unknown severe 1 1

II Q60X Q70X severe 1 5

II Q63X Y343X severe 1 13

II Y64X Y64X severe 2 24

II Q70X Q70X severe 24 1, 12, 13, 18, 27, 29

II Q70X W402X severe 19 18, 27, 29

VII E274X Q70X severe 1 23

VII Q310X Q310X severe 1 24

VIII Y343X Q70X severe 1 19

IX W402X W402X severe 42 12, 18, 28–30

IX E404X E404X severe 1 17

XIV R619X W402X severe 2 5

XIV R619X Q70X severe 1 5

XIV R621X W402X severe 1 18

XIV R628X Q70X severe 1 29

XIV R628X R628X severe 3 1, 5

aThe number of patients with each genotype is an approximation based on reports in the literature of unique patients in whom both alleles were identified or were
attempted to be identified. The numbers are likely to be an under representation, especially for the common mutations W402X and Q70X.
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Table 2
Identified missense mutations

Exon Missense mutation Allele 2 Phenotype

Number of unique patients
reported in the literature
with specified genotype References

I M1I Y343X intermediate 1 15

I G51D G51D severe 1 14

I G51D P533R intermediate 1 14

I G51D P533R severe 1 1 (also below)

I G51D W402X severe 2 1, 18

I G51D unknown severe 1 14

I G51D Q70X severe 1 1, 14

I G51D 1251delC severe 1 1 (also in Table 4)

I G51D 468del3 severe 1 1 (also in Table 4)

II A75T W420X severe 3 18, 20

II A75T P496L intermediate 1 2

II A75T A75T severe 1 20

II A75T Q70X severe 2 20

II A75T Unknown severe 3 20

II A75P Q70X intermediate 1 13

II A79V R619G intermediate 1 6 (also below)

II H82P W402X intermediate 2 20

II H82P Unknown severe 1 1

II R89W Q70X mild 1 17

II R89Q W402X mild 4 22, 30

II R89Q/A361T 1060 � 2t � c intermediate-severe 1 22 (also in Table 3)

II R89Q Unknown mild 1 14

II R89Q R89Q mild 3 16

II R89Q 704ins5 intermediate 3 16 (also in Table 4)

IV M133I/Y202X 678 G � A severe 1 30 (also in Table 3)

IV A160D A160D severe 1 1

IV R1621 R621X unknowna 29

V E178K 134del12 intermediate 1 1 (also in Table 4)

V E182K W402X severe 1 30

VI C205Y Y167X mild 1 5

VI G208D Q70X severe 1 29

VI G208D W402X severe 1 30

VI G208V G208V severe 2 5

VI L218P L218P severe 1 18

VI L218P W402X severe 1 18

VI L218P Q70X severe 3 18

VI G197D P533R intermediate 1 1 (also below)

VI H240R W402X mild 1 5

VI S260F P533R intermediate-severe 1 30 (also below)

VII D315Y Q70X severe 1 29

VII A319V A319V mild 1 5

VIII A327P P183R severe 1 1, 14

VIII A327P A327P intermediate-severe 1 14

—Continued
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Table 2
—Continued

Exon Missense mutation Allele 2 Phenotype

Number of unique patients
reported in the literature
with specified genotype References

VIII A327P R383H mild 1 30 (also below)

VIII A327P R628P severe 1 30 (also below)

VIII A327P W420X severe 1 18

VIII A327P Q70X severe 1 9

VIII A327P 1995del11 intermediate 1 17 (also in Table 4)

VIII A327P unknown severe 1 14

VIII L346R 388 � 3c � g intermediate 1 8 (also in Table 3)

VIII D349Y Q380R mild 1 1 (also below)

VIII D349Y Q561X severe 1 30

VIII N350I 134del12 intermediate 1 30 (also in Table 4)

VIII T364M T364M intermediate 1 15

VIII T364M R619G intermediate 1 11

VIII T366P T366P severe 2 24

VIII Q380R R621X intermediate 1 5

VIII Q380R Unknown intermediate 1 4

VIII Q380R D349Y mild 1 1 (also above)

VIII Q380R R628P mild 1 30 (also below)

VIII R383H R383H mild 1 17

VIII R383H A327P mild 1 30 (also above)

VIII R383H Q70X intermediate 1 4

VIII R383H W402X mild 1 30

VIII T388R W402X severe 1 31

X R489P W402X severe 1 18

X L490P L490P intermediate 3 2, 5

X R492P Q70X mild 1 2

X P496R (A591T) 974ins12 severe 1 5 (also in Table 4)

X P496L A75T intermediate 1 2 (also above)

X P496L W402X intermediate 1 5

X M504T M504T intermediate 1 17

XI P533Rb P533R severe 10 10

XI P533Rb P533R intermediate-severe 2 27, 30

XI P533Rb P533R intermediate 4 10, 14, 30

XI P533Rb P533R mild 1 14

XI P533R G51D intermediate 1 14 (also above)

XI P533R G51D severe 1 1 (also above)

XI P533R G197D intermediate 1 1 (also above)

XI P533R S260F intermediate-severe 1 30 (also above)

XI P533R W402X intermediate-severe 1 4

XI P533R W402X intermediate 1 30

XI P533R unknown severe 1 14

XI P533R unknown intermediate 3 1, 10

XI P533R 474 � 2a � g severe 2 20 (also in Table 3)

XI P533L Q70X severe 1 13

—Continued
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Patients who are heterozygous for a nonsense allele and
another type of mutation (missense, splice site, or insertion/
deletion) have presented with a wide range of clinical phe-
notypes depending on the severity of the second allele. If a
patient presented with the severe phenotype and had one

allele that was a nonsense mutation, then the other allele was
deemed also to be severe. Likewise, if a patient presented
with a less severe phenotype and had one nonsense allele,
then the second allele was assumed to allow for some resid-
ual enzyme function.

Table 2
—Continued

Exon Missense mutation Allele 2 Phenotype

Number of unique patients
reported in the literature
with specified genotype References

XI P533L 974ins12 mild 1 13 (also in Table 4)

XIV R619G T364M intermediate 1 15 (also above)

XIV R619G R619G intermediate 1 11

XIV R619G A79V intermediate 1 6 (also above)

XIV W626R 474 � 2a � g intermediate 1 17 (also in Table 3)

XIV R628P Q380R mild 1 30 (also above)

XIV R628P A327P severe 1 30 (also above)

XIV S633L S633L mild 1 5

XIV S633L unknown intermediate 1 29

XIV X654C X654C severe 1 24

XIV X654G Q70X intermediate 1 2

aIdentified in an affected fetus.
bSee section on Missense mutations in text.

Table 3
Identified splice site mutations

Intron splice mutation as reporteda Allele 2 Phenotype

Number of unique patients
reported in the literature
with specified genotype References

2 388 � 3c � g (IVS 2 �3 c � g) L346R intermediate 1 8 (also in Table 2)

3 474 � 2a � g (IVS 3 �2a � g) W626R intermediate 1 17 (also in Table 2)

3 474 � 2a � g (IVS 3 �2a � g) 134del12 severe 1 5 (also in Table 4)

3 474 � 2a � g (IVS 3 �2a � g) R619X severe 1 5

3 474 � 2a � g (IVS 3 �2a � g) P533R severe 2 20 (also in Table 2)

3 474 � 2a � g (IVS 3 �2a � g) 678 � 7g � a mild 2 22

3 474 � 2a � g (IVS 3 �2a � g) W402X severe 4 20

3 474 � 2a � g (IVS 3 �2a � g) unknown mild 1 20

5 678 � 7g � a (IVS 5 �7g � a) W402X mild 2 25

5 678 � 7g � a (IVS 5 �7g � a) 474 � 2a � g mild 2 22 (also above)

5 678 � 7g � a (IVS 5 �7g � a) Q400X mild 1 5

5 678g � a (IVS5 � 1g � a) M133I/Y202X severe 1 30 (also in Table 2)

7 1060 � 2t � c (IVS 7 � 2 t � c) R89Q intermediate-severe 1 22 (also in Table 2)

11 IVS11 � 1g � t Q70X severe 1 30

11 IVS11 � 5g � a W402X severe 1 1

11 3308del12b W402X intermediate 1 30

11/12 IVS 12 � 5g � a W402X severe 1 5

aThe current recommendations for denoting the splice site (intron) mutation are in parentheses.39

b3308del12 is an intron deletion affecting splicing likely because of removal of the adenine of the branch site
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Table 4
Identified insertion and deletion mutations

Exon Insertion/deletion Allele 2 Phenotype

Number of unique
patients reported in
the literature with
specified genotype References

I 134del12 134del12 severe 2 1, 18

I 134del12 474 � 2a � g severe 1 5 (also in Table 3)

I 134del12 E178K intermediate 1 1 (also in Table 2)

I 134del12 Q584X severe 1 6

I 134del12 N350I intermediate 1 30 (also in Table 2)

I 134del12 Unknown severe 1 13

I 134del12 Unknown intermediate 1 13

I 153delC W402X severe 1 5

I 229del3 W402X severe 1 30

II 252insC W402X severe 1 17

II 396insAC Q70X mild 1 17

III 468del16 G51D severe 1 1 (also in Table 2)

IV 486del6 974ins12 mild 1 1 (also below)

V 628del5 Q70X severe 1 5

VI 682insAC 682insAC severe 1 18

VI 702ins10del22 702ins10del22 severe 1 26

VI 704ins5 704ins5 severe 2 16

VI 704ins5 R89Q intermediate 3 16 (also in Table 2)

VI 740delC 740delC severe 1 5

VI 747delG 747delG severe 1 5

VI 755del5 1902del2 severe 1 1 (also below)

VII 964delC W402X severe 1 18

VII 974ins12 R621X mild 1 17

VII 974ins12 P496R (A591T) severe 1 5 (also in Table 2)

VII 974ins12 P533L mild 1 13 (also in Table 2)

VII 974ins12 486del6 mild 1 1 (also above)

VIII 1132del6 W402X severe 1 17

VIII 1251delC G51D severe 1 1 (also in Table 2)

VIII 1251delC W402X severe 1 1

VIII 1277ins9 1277ins9 severe 1 17

IX 1352delG W420X severe 1 29

IX �D444/445a Q70X mild 1 17

IX �D444/445a W402X mild 2 30

XI 1702delG Q70X severe 1 22

XII 1783del11 unknown severe 1 17

XIII 1839del29 W402X severe 1 1

XIII 1902del2 755del5 severe 1 1 (also above)

XIV 1995del11 A327P intermediate 1 17 (also in Table 2)

aIn-frame deletion predicting the loss of one of two adjacent aspartic acid (D) residues.

MPS I genotype-phenotype correlations
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Missense mutations

Although the substitution of a single amino acid can severely
impair enzyme function, missense mutations are most likely to
be compatible with some residual IDUA activity.4 The majority
of patients with mild or intermediate phenotypes have had at
least one missense mutation. R89Q is the most common mild
mutation, and in general, patients who have a least one allele
with R89Q will present with the mild form of the disease. How-
ever, there are many reports of missense mutations in patients
with severe disease. Table 2 lists known missense mutations
along with the identified second allele and resulting pheno-
type. The missense mutation, P533R, is unusual in that it has
been identified in the homozygous state in patients with mild,
intermediate, intermediate-severe, and severe phenotypes. Al-
though there is no explanation for this wide variability, MPS I
disease progression appears to be less severe in P533R/W402X
heterozygotes and P533R homozygotes compared to W402X
or Q70X homozygotes or W402X/Q70X heterozygotes.27

Splice-site mutations

Most splice-site mutations profoundly affect normal splic-
ing, leading to a very unstable mRNA and thus, the severe
phenotype when associated with a second null muta-
tion.5,8,20,22,25 The exception is the 678-7g�a (IVS 5-7g�a)
mutation, which produces a small amount of normal IDUA
mRNA and protein that prevents significant storage of sub-
strate. This mutation has been identified in association with a
null mutation in several mild patients.5,25 Table 3 lists known
splice site mutations with the identified second allele and re-
sulting phenotype.

Deletions/insertions

Twenty-three small deletions or insertions have been de-
tected, with most causing severe MPS I. Only two insertions
(396insAC, 974ins12) and one deletion (deltaD444/445) have
been identified in mild patients in association with a severe
allele.17 Table 4 lists known insertion and deletion mutations
with the identified second allele and resulting phenotype.

Mutation frequency

Overall, the most commonly reported mutations have been
the nonsense mutations, W402X and Q70X, although their
frequencies vary in MPS I patients from different ethnic back-
grounds. For instance, the W402X allele is frequent (45%–
60%) in North America, Australia, Spain, and the United
Kingdom, but is less common in Scandinavia (17%) and Italy
(11%).1,4,5,20 On the other hand, Q70X has a much higher fre-
quency in Scandinavia (62%) versus other European countries
(16%), North America (17%), and Australia (17%).4,5,17,18 In
Japan, no patient has been shown to carry either the W402X or
Q70X mutation, whereas the R89Q and 704ins5 mutations are
common.16 There is a high frequency of the homozygous
P533R mutation in Moroccan patients, most likely as a result
of the high occurrence of consanguineous unions.10 Table 5
includes reports from the literature of the frequency of muta-
tions in different parts of the world.

Polymorphisms and other nonpathogenic alleles

Polymorphisms, defined as benign genetic variations
present in � 1% of the normal (unaffected) population as well
as other rare nonpathogenic alleles, have been described in the

Table 5
Frequency of mutations (%) in different parts of the world

Country/Region W402X Q70X A327P L218P A75T 474 � 2a � g G51D 704ins5 R89Q P533R 678 � 7g � a

North America20 46 8.6 2.9 5.7 2.9

North America4 43 17 3

Europe18 37 35 6.5

Northern Europe20 47 14.6 3.9 3 2.9

Scandinavia18 17 62

Central Europe (Netherlands
and Germany)4

33 16 11

Russia13 4 44

United Kingdom4 52 7 6

United Kingdom5 45.3 16 3.5 1.2 1.8 2.9 1.2 1.2

Japan16 0 0 18 24

Spain12 60 10 10

Italy1 11.6 15 13.3 13.3

Italy14 11 13 5.6 9.3 1.9 11

Austria7 11 30.4 2.2 0 0 0

Australia4 55 17 4

Brazil9 20.6 2.1 8.3 0 0 2.1 14.5 0
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IDUA gene on the same allele (cis) as a known disease causing
mutation. To date, 30 nonpathogenic sequence variants have
been detected in the IDUA gene.5 It is not known what effect
any of these sequence variants may have on the stability and
processing of the IDUA mRNA, or the activity, stability, or
transport of �-L-iduronidase. However, these polymorphisms
likely contribute to the variability in �-L-iduronidase activity
seen in healthy individuals, and it is also likely that they modify
the severity of MPS I disease when present in combination with
known MPS I mutations.21 For example, the A361T polymor-
phism, which was present in a patient with the mild allele
R89Q, was thought to potentiate the deleterious effect of the
R89Q mutation by decreasing the activity of the mutant �-L-
iduronidase, thus altering the clinical phenotype from mild to
intermediate.22 A second example is of a severe patient with 3
IDUA sequence changes: 974ins12, P496R, and the polymor-
phism A591T.5 As stated, the combination of the 974ins12 mu-
tation with null mutations has been reported in patients with
the mild to intermediate phenotype, implying that 974ins12
mutation allows for some residual enzyme activity. The severe
phenotype in this patient was suggested to be caused by the
A591T polymorphism acting in cis with the 974ins12
mutation.5

Mutation location

Attempts to predict the clinical phenotype based on the type
of amino acid change or the location of the molecular lesion
have been largely unsuccessful. Two mutations, R89Q and
R89W, are associated with a mild phenotype, suggesting that
the arginine (R) at position 89 is not vital for enzyme function.3

These mutations are in close proximity to H82P and A75T,
which have resulted in severe phenotypes. On the other hand,
the missense mutation A75P (with Q70X) has been reported in
patients with a mild phenotype, suggesting that the replace-
ment of alanine (A) by proline (P), rather than threonine (T),
allows some functional enzyme to be produced.5

Another example is the close proximity of the 3 mild to
intermediate mutations L490P, R492P, and P496L, which sug-
gests that they lie in a location that can tolerate a nonconser-
vative substitution to or from proline (P). However, the mu-
tations, R489P and P496R, have been associated with the severe
phenotype.2,5 Therefore, it appears that the substitution of a
proline (P) for an arginine (R) at codon 496 causes greater
functional disruption than replacement by a leucine (L)
residue.

A final example involves the missense mutations, X654G
and X654C, both of which alter the normal stop codon at the
end of the coding sequence and result in a frameshift. X654G,
when associated with a null mutation, results in an intermedi-
ate phenotype, whereas X654C, when present in the homozy-
gous state, results in the severe phenotype.2,4

DISCUSSION

One of the main purposes of mutation identification is to be
able to establish genotype-phenotype correlations that will al-

low for a patient’s clinical phenotype to be predicted from the
genotype. Currently, we can only predict that nonsense muta-
tions will invariably cause severe MPS I disease, if present on
both IDUA alleles. The clinical consequences of amino acid
substitutions or of other mutations that are not clearly null can
be predicted only by looking at the phenotype of the patients in
which these mutations have previously been identified. Even
then, predictions must be made with caution because the same
mutation may lead to varying severity due to the combination
of IDUA alleles, attenuating polymorphisms, and other rare
sequence variants, genetic background, and environmental ef-
fects.20 In addition, many patients have at least one private
mutation making phenotype prediction difficult. Collection of
genotype and phenotype data in a central registry will be help-
ful, and toward this end, Genzyme Corporation has established
an MPS I Disease Registry (www.MPSIRegistry.com).

At this time, determination of genotype of MPS I patients is
not a routine procedure, and if performed, is usually limited to
a panel of nine recurrent mutations (W402X, Q70X, A327P,
L218P, 474-2a�g, R89Q, P533R, A75T, and 678-7g�a). Fu-
ture techniques need to be pursued to enable prediction of
disease progression in patients with unique, rare, partially de-
fined, and unknown genotypes. By further examining the sta-
bility of the IDUA mRNA and protein, better insight into the
effect of a mutation on enzyme activity may be gained. A direct
correlation between residual �-L-iduronidase activity in cul-
tured MPS I fibroblasts and phenotypic severity appears prom-
ising, but the methodology is sophisticated and has been per-
formed on only a small number of patients on a research basis.3

The accurate prediction of genotype-phenotype correla-
tions in MPS I has significant implications given the wide spec-
trum of disease severity possible and the choice of treatment
options. The only two specific treatments, bone marrow trans-
plantation32–35 and the recently approved enzyme replacement
therapy, recombinant human �-L-iduronidase (Aldurazyme
[laronidase]),36–38 have very different risk-benefit profiles.
Bone marrow transplantation has been shown to improve
many of the somatic symptoms and stabilize cognitive func-
tioning in patients with severe disease.32–35 However, because
of its associated high morbidity and mortality, bone marrow
transplantation is generally reserved for MPS I patients with
severe disease who are under 2 years of age and have preserved
cognitive function. Aldurazyme has demonstrated efficacy in
improving the noncentral nervous system features of MPS I
disease, specifically pulmonary function and walking capacity,
but it is not expected to cross the blood-brain barrier and have
an impact on cognitive function. Combination bone marrow
transplantation and enzyme replacement therapy, particularly
in young patients, is a third treatment option that warrants
further clinical investigation. With the prospects of newborn
screening for MPS I in the future, it will become all the more
important to have the best predictive information available for
families and caregivers to make the most rational choice for
treatment.

MPS I genotype-phenotype correlations
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